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Textile Structures

mehr Information &

Textile surfaces can be formed in various ways. Fibres or filaments are crossed, twisted or intertwined
with each other resulting in different structures with various properties. The oldest method for forming a
textile surface is felting whereby individual filaments are matted. Constructs made of filaments, however,
were initially braided or woven.
Through the centuries, and on all continents, complicated techniques, some of them incredibly time intensive, resulted in a wealth of textiles which by far exceeded mere functionality and became characteristic
for entire cultural spheres.
As not all processes were suitable for machines, some techniques were lost in the course of industrialisation. Recently, however, new developments in the field of technical textiles led once more to entirely new
structures.

SYSTEMATICS OF
TEXTILE TECHNIQUES

Thread producing techniques

Textile embellishing techniques
Dyeing techniques e.g. batik, tritik, shibori, ikat, blueprint

Yarn forming techniques: spinning

Printing techniques e.g. screen printing, block printing,

Twine forming techniques: twining, cording

stamp printing, ...

Drawing (metal weaves)

Textile producing techniques

Fibre
composits

Knits/meshs/
retiform fabrics

Braiding

Weaves

Other surfaceforming techniques

Matting of individual fibres
In felting the fibres lock naturally through
friction, heat and moisture
In fleeces the fibres are glued or pressed
together

An “endless”thread or a system of threads is
intermeshed with itself row by row thereby
forming an elastic system of loops or stiches.
If one pulls at one end of the thread the whole
will unravel.

At least two systems of filaments criss-cross
and are alternately active or passive.
The threads could run in different directions
and dimensions.

An “endless” passive system of threads (= warp)
is crossed at rights angles by an active system
of threads (= weft). The warp threads are
separated by an auxiliary device to form a shed.
Depending on the way warp and weft are
crossed produce different bindings.

One or more threads are knotted, twisted
or otherwise linked. The methods range from
classical needlework and lace-making
techniques to modern multitextiles with
complex structures for technical application.

Weaves with 2 thread systems:
Linen e.g. repp, batiste, poplin, taffeta …
Twill e.g. denim, tweed, ticking …
Atlas e.g. satin …

Knotting and lace-making techniques:
Netting (filet knot), knotting (macrame),
Bobbin lace, tatting, sprang,
Needlepoint …

Felts:
e.g. genuine felts, needle felts, fulled felts …

Primary knits:
Hooking and looping techniques

Primary braiding:
e.g. winding, binding, twine binding, splitting …

Fleeces (nonwovens)

Crocheted surfaces

Parallel edge braiding

Membranes and laminates:
e.g. Goretex, Sympates, Softshell …

Knitted fabric:
e.g. Jersey, tricot, fleece …

Plaiting, cording, round and sleeve braiding

Weaves with more than 2 thread systems
Multitextiles
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